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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method, system, and computer-readable medium is 
described that determines alternatives to a specified textual 
identifier, such as a domain name, by identifying and using 
words and phrases that are related to the identifier. A variety 
of types of related words can be used, such as synonyms and 
translations, and the related words can be determined in a 
variety of ways. One situation in which alternatives can be 
generated is after a user has requested to use or acquire an 
unavailable textual identifier, Such as a request to register an 
already registered domain name, and the determined alterna 
tives can then be presented to the user as possibilities for use 
or acquisition. When multiple alternatives are presented to the 
user, they can also be ranked as to relevance and ordered in a 
variety of ways. 
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s r 
THE SOURCE FORCCXOMAN NAMES 

250 260 

Sorry, 'stairway.cc is already registered. N-1212 

Here are some other options for 'stairway.cc.: 
Click on a name to add it to your cart. 

stairs. GC 210 
ba airs. 
gompanignWay.cg M 
Inowing-staircase.cg 
movingstaircase-CC 
Lovina-stairway. CC 
movingstairway.cc 
fire-escape. CC 215 
firee C 
emergency-exit gc 
erTergency exce 
flight-of-Stairs. GC 
flightofstairS.CC 

Y flightofsteps. CC 
ghat.cg 

r Domain 

ha - 
Nanne Variations Score 
StairS,CC 70% 
staircases.cc 69% 
stairways. CC 69% 
Stail.cg 55% 
edificeS.CC 54% 
rise.cc. 47% 

220 risers. CC 47% 
escalators.cg 47% 
treads. CC 46% 
ghat.cc. 45% A. 
fire-esCape.CC 45% Fig. 2B 
stepses.cg 45% 
fireescape.cg 45% 
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ghats.cc. 44% 
transitS.CC 44% 
stairheads. CC 42% 
transportsCC 41%, 
COeVasec 41% 
Companionway.cc. 41% 
energencyexit.cg 40% 
energency-exitc. 40% 
transitSystem.cc. 40% 
transit-System.cg 40% 
bagsstairs.cc 39% 
flight-of-stairs. CC 39% 
flightofstairs. CC 39% 
artefact-CC 399 
GOVEYaGES.CO 39% 
stepladder.cc. 38% 210 
step-ladder,CC 37% - 
flightofsteps.cC 37% 
flight-of-steps.cc. 37% 
Stairhead.CC 37% 
ig-Drotegie?. CC 36% 
Opeladder CC 35% 

22O rope-adder.cg 36% 
Waysidegg 36% 
transportationS.CC 35% 
roadsides. CC 35% 
stepadders.cc 34% 
infrastructures.cc. 34% 
Sealadder,CC 33% 
transportationSystence 33% 
COrie CC 33% 
transportation Systern.co. 33% 
neal-stairwell.cc. 33% 

Sea-adder,CC 33% 
COWStep.CC . 33% 
iacobs-ladder. CC 33% 
mealstairwell.CG 33% 
COW-Step.CG 33% 
Corbie-step.cg 32% 
CopanionWayS.CC 32% 
transport-industry.cg 32% 
transportindustry. CC 32% 
COrtoiestepS.CC 32% 
extension- eCC 31% 
public-transit. CC 31% 
aerialladder CC 31% Fig. 2C 
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aerial-ladde?ce 31% 
iaCObladder.cC 31% 
extensionladder.CG 31% 
iacob-ladder.cc 31% 
metalladder.cg 30% 

220 fireprevention. CC 30% 
netal-ladder.cc 30% 
unoyingStarWay.CC 30% 
fire-prevention.cc 30% 
moving-stairway.CC. 30% 
transportation-industry. CC 29% 

210 
r Domain 
Oingo Sense 240 
M 245 

- 
Narine Extensions Score 
estairway. CC 46% 
stairway.gc. 46% 
stairway.net.cc 46% 
Webstairway.cg 44% 
stairwayWeb. CC 44% 
mystairway. CC 44% 
estairway.cc. 44% 
stairwavonline.cg 44% 
theStairway. CC 44% 
Stairwaytech.cg 44% 
4stairway.cc 44% 
stairWaygroup. CC 44% 
netstairway.cc. 44% 
i-stairway.cc. 44% 

235 alstairway.cc. 42% 
fostairway.cc. 42% 
newstairway-CC 42% 
stairwaydirect.cg 42% 
stairwayink.cc. 42% 
stairwayWorld-cc 42% 
stairwayCarS.CC. 4.2% 
stairwaysite.cg 42% 
freestairway. CC 42% 
4-stairway.cc. 42% 
stairway.it,CC 42% 
Onlinestairway.cc. 42% 
Stairwayauto.cc. 42% 
augstairway. CC 42% 
Classicstairway.c 
greatstairway.cc. L Fig. 2D 
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stairwaySport.CC 39% 
realstairway.cc. 39% 
stairway paces.gc. 39% 
directStairway.cc. 39% 
Stairway.biz.cg 39% 
virtualstairway.cc. 39% 
Searchstairway.cc. 39% 
Castai C 39% 
Sportstairway.cg 36% 
CyberStairway. CC 36% 
eaSVStairway. CC 36% 
stairwayConnect.cc. 38% 210 
stairway notorS.cg 36% - 
stairway domain.cg 36% 
coolstairway.cC 36% 
SpeedStarWaV.CC. 36% 
USedstairway. CC 36% 
faststairway.cc 36% 
Customstairway. CC 366 
gotostairway. CC 36% 

235 (Ogostairway.cc 36% 
Stairway foreSS.CC . 33% 
stairway rally. GC 33% 
stairwayengine.cg TT 33% 
stairwayhit.cc 33% 
stairwayglobal. GC "33% 
Stairwaydive.cg 33% 
drivestairway. CC 33% 
vintagestairway. CC 33% 
stairwaveaker.cc 33% 
stairway motor CC 33% 
stairway ide-CC 33 
linkstairway.cg 33% 
groupstairway.cc 30% 
stairwavgear.cc. 306 
stairwayaccessories.cc 30% 

al airwav.CC 30% 

Stairwaya S.CC. 309, 
inportstairway. CC 30% 
kitstairway.cc. 30% 

eNIC Corporation makes no representations as to whether or not Suggested domain 
names infringe or violate any trademark or intellectuai property rights 

Fig. 2E 
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'THE SOURCEFR-cCDOMAN NAMES 

Available translations of domain 
'stairway' 

Spanish: escalera.cc (taken) 
French: escalier.cc add to Cart 257 
German: treppenhaus.cc add to gart 

eNIC Corporation makes no representations as to whether or 
not suggested domain names infringe or violate any 

trademark or intellectual property rights 
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Sorry, "heaven. CC' is already registered. 

Here are some other options for "heaven.cc'. 
Click on a name to add it to your cart. 

abahans-boSOrugg 
abraharsboson. GC 
bOSQn-of-abraha.G.C. 
bosomofabrahan.cc 
Celestial-citygg 
Celestialcity-CC 
city-of-god.cc 
cityofgod.cg 
heavenly-city.cc 
heavenlyCity.cc 
holy-city.cc. 
holycity.cc 
elysian-fields. CC 
elysianfields.gc. 
provised-and-CC 
imaginary-place CG 
heavenlyjewel.cg 
Inannafromheaven.cc 
yautofleaven-CC 

7 DOThain 
Oingo Sense 

ha O 
Narine Wariations 

ind-pict 
moving picture. CC 
Show-tie.cG 
black-film,CC 
fin-festival.c 
f ies.CC 
filmgenre.cc. 
firT-Series.cc. 
filmography.cC 

Score 
23% 
23% 
22% 
22% 
21% 
21% 
21% 
21% 
21% 

Fig. 2H 

263 
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Available translations of domain 
"heaven" 

Spanish: cielo.cc (taken) 
French: ciel.cc add to Cart 
German: himmel.cc (taken) 
Italian: cielo.cc (taken) 

eNC Corporation makes no representations as to whether or 
not suggested domain names infringe or violate any 

trademark or intellectual property rights 

Fig. 2I 
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Bi 3. s 
HESOURCE FOR.C.C DOMAN NAMES 

Sorry, 'stairway-heaven.cc' is already registered. 

Here are some other options for 'stairway-heaven.cc'. 
Click on a name to add it to your cart. 

stairway-bolycity.gc. 
27 stairway-celestial-city.cc 2. 7 

staircase-heaven.cc. 
272 stairs-heavenCC 

flight-of-stairs heaven. CC 

stairS-holygitv.cc. 
stairs-celesia-city. CG 27 fight-of-stairs novci 
flight-of-stainSigelestial-city.cg 

stairway-to-heaven.gc. 
stairway-for-heaven.cc 

274 my-Stairway-heaven.c 
stairway-heaven-yes.cc. 

275 heaven-stairway.gc 

d Fig. 2K 
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Available translations and related combinations 
for domain 'stairway-heaven.cc' 

276 (Spanish: escalera-cielo.cc add to Cart 
277 Spanish: stairway-cielo.cc add to Cart 

Spanish; escalera-heaven.cc add to Cart 
Spanish: escalera-de-Cielo.cc add to cart 

278 Spanish: ni-escalera-Cielo.cc add to Cat 
Spanish: escalera-cielo-si.cc add to cart 

279 (Spanish: cielo-escalera.cc addio Cart 
French: escalier-ciel.cc add to cart 

NEW NAME EODNS U WHOS 
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269 
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http:/7 first co CLICKHERE TO REGISTER 
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Sorry, 'stairway. heaven.enic.cc' is already registered. 

Here are some other options for 'stairway, heaven.enic.cc'. 
Click on a name to add it to your ca?t. 

29 stairway.holy city.enic.cc 284 
stairwayCeestal-city.enic.cg 

292 stairs, heaven, enig-cC 
flight-of-stairS. heaven.enic.cc 

stairs.holycity.emic. CC . 
stairs Celestial-city.emic.cg fight-of-starsnovcience 
flight-gf-stairs, celestia-city.emic.gc. 

stairway...to heavenenic.c. 
stairway for...heaven, enig.cg 

294 my.slairway.leavenenic.cc. 
stairway.heaven. Yesenic.gc. 

295 heaven.stai emi 

Fig. 2N 
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Available translations and related combinations 
for domain 'stairway.heaven.enic.cc' 

296 -CSpanish: escalera.cielo.enic.cc add to cart) 
Spanish: stairway.cfello.enic.cc add to Gart 
Spanish: escalera.heaven.enic.cc add to Cart) 
Spanish. escalera.de.cielo.enic.cc add to Cart 

298 { milescalera, cielo.enic.cc add to Cart 
Spanish: escalera.cielo.Si.enic, cc add to Cart). 

299 (Spanish: cielo.escalera,enic.cc add to Cart 
French: escalier.ciel.enic, cc add to ca?t 
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Donan Name Alternative N500 
Provider Routine 

505 
Receive a request to register a domain mane 

510 
Attempt to register the domain name 

Charge requester for 
registering the domain 

nanne and indicate 
registration success 

Indicate registration failure Provide alternatives? 

Generate domain name alternatives 

Yes 540 
Present alternatives to requester in preferred 

manner along with indication of registration failure 

Cl f 550 arge requester for presenting Yes 

No 

Receive request to register at least one alternative? 
S Ye 560 

Select next alternative 

575 
More alternatives? 

585 N. 
More requests? 

NO 

(and)" Fig. 5 
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Alternatives Subroutine 

605 
Receive domain name and 

610 Send indication to user of 
Yes domain name registration 

645 Request preferences? failure and of preferences 
Create list of No 835 option 

possible TLDs, iiifits of k- Yes Recerreoty" 
domain nane, No 
and associate 340 625 

relevance rating Select TLD of domain Permanent 
with each name as possible TLD 

Yes sao 
8 650 tore preference 

Use lower-level portions of domain information in cookie 
name to generate a series of domain on user's system 
name fragments that each can have 
multiple options, and associate a 
Televance rating with each option 

SSS 

Generate alternative domain names by forming all combinations of domain name 
fragment options and possible TLDs, and generate elevance rating for each 

alternative domain name by combining relevance ratings of each option and TLD 
557 865 

Available W. No Relevance rating Yes | Select all alternative domain 
only? threshold? names above threshold 

Yes No 675 
R istered Maximum number Select highest rated domain 
emove registered of 
invalid alternatives thshold, 

68O 

Select all alternative domain names 

names until threshold is 

685 

reached 

Organize selected domain names in preferred manner 

695 

Return organized alternative domain names with associated relevance ratings 

99 Fig. 6 
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Generate Lower-Level Domain Name\700 
F 3. 7 Fragments Subroutine 

702 
Receive domain name minus TLD and user preferences 

74 

Crcate three-ently linked list head with first entry pointing to two-entry domain name portion connector 
O6 

Select next lower-level domain name portion of domain name 
708 

Use initial words? 

No 
Create linked domain name fragment list 

(DNF) with word and word fragment options 
for inital words and associated ratings 

Create linked DNF for word connectors 
71.4 

Select next word or word fragment in selected domain name portion 
72O 

Generate alternate words for selected word and associated ratings 
722 

Crcate linked DNF for alternate words and ratings 
724 734 

More word fragments? 
Y Yes Create linked DNF for 3S 726 

word connectors Create linked DNF for 
word connectors 

Create linked DNF with Yes 728 
intermediate word options Create linked DNF for word connectors 
and associated ratings Create linked DNF with 

745 ending Egg and 
ated at 

Generate alternate words for multi-word phrase 8SSOc gs 
and associated ratings Y 740 

SS Multiple words? 
es. Create DNF for words and ratings, and link 

Any words? to second entry in first portion connector 
No 760 

775 770 No More domain name 
Copy each alternate word DNF in Rye 1 sightwiste Miglio, PE 

r es 

No 
DNF linked to second entry in list head 

Create two-entry domain name 

No 795 
Return entire linked 799 
list data structure 

Connect Is with first DNF linked to 
third list headently 

785 . 780 portion connector, and link to last 
Copy each alternate word DNF in S Multiple portions DNF for previous domain nauue 
sequence and link together with and use IIlore levels? portion word and to DNF for 
intervening domain name portin s phrase if created 
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Generate Alternate N800 
Words Subroutine 

805 

Receive word or phrase and user preferences 

810 w 815 

K Relevance rating threshold? in Select intelevant 
Yes 825 

Maximum threshold? No Selectstill of 
Yes / - it o 

83D 

Select next category of synonym, antonym, homophone, acronyn, related words, 
translations, hypernyns, hyponyms, meronyms, holonyms, metonyms, 

morphological for Ins and idioms 

Add generated options to list of all options for received word or phrase 

835 

Yes 840 

Generate options of selected type that are above relevance rating 
threshold until the maximum number threshold is reached, and 

associate relevance rating and category with each option 
845 

850 Yes 855 
Charge for generating? capus 

860 

Select options with highest relevance 
ratings until numeric threshold is reached 

895 
Return selected options 

GEND" Fig. 8 
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Generate Alternative Word Options 900 
Of Selected Type Subroutine 

905 

Receive word or phrase, type of related 
word to generate, and threshold values 

915 910 
Request service to Yes Use third-party service for selected type 

NO 
920 

930 

Retrieve primary alternatives for 
word or phrase from corresponding 
entry in database for selected type, 
each with associated relevance 

ratings 

Associate relevance 
ratings with alternatives 

if necessary 

925 
Create empty working 

list 
935 

Add alternatives rated above threshold to working list in order of rating 

940 

Add alternatives rated above threshold to list of options in order of rating 
995 

945 N Return entries from list of 
Entries in working list? O options until maximum 

threshold is reached 
Yes 

950 

Remove first entry fron working list - CNDD." 

955 

Retrieve alternatives for first entry fronDB 

960 
For each alternative, combine relevance rating for 
alternative and first entry, and if combined rating is 
above threshold and alternative is not on word or 

phrase or on list of options, add to each list in location 
to maintain order of ratings Fig. 9 
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DETERMINING ALTERNATIVE TEXTUAL 
IDENTIFIERS SUCH AS FORREGISTERED 

DOMAN NAMES 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provi 
sional Application No. 60/237,253, filed Oct. 2, 2000, cur 
rently pending and incorporated herein by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The following disclosure relates generally to deter 
mining alternatives that are related to specified text, and more 
particularly to determining alternatives to a specified textual 
identifier by identifying words and phrases that are related to 
the identifier, Such as for a registered domain name. 

BACKGROUND 

0003. The Internet enables a user of a client computer 
system to identify and communicate with millions of other 
computer systems located around the world. A client com 
puter system can identify each of these other computer sys 
tems using a unique numeric identifier for that computer 
called an “IP address.” When a communication is sent from a 
client computer system to a destination computer system, the 
client computer system typically specifies the IP address of 
the destination computer system in order to facilitate the 
routing of the communication to the destination computer 
system. For example, when a request for a World Wide Web 
page (“Web page') is sent from a client computer system to a 
Web server computer system (“Web server”) from which that 
Web page can be obtained, the client computer system typi 
cally includes the IP address of the Web server. 
0004. In order to make the identification of destination 
computer systems more mnemonic, a Domain Name System 
(DNS) has been developed that translates a unique alphanu 
meric name for a destination computer system into the IP 
address for that computer. The alphanumeric name is called a 
“domain name. For example, the domain name for a hypo 
thetical computer system operated by IBM Corporation may 
be “comp23. IBM.com'. Using domain names, a user 
attempting to communicate with this computer system could 
specify a destination of “comp23. IBM.com” rather than the 
particular IP address of the computer system (e.g., 198.81. 
209.25). 
0005. A user can also request a particular resource (e.g., a 
Web page or a file) that is available from a server computer by 
specifying a unique Universal Resource Indicator (“URI), 
such as a Uniform Resource Locator (“URL), for that 
resource. A URL includes a protocol to be used in accessing 
the resource (e.g., “http:” for the HyperText Transfer Protocol 
(“HTTP)), the domain name or IP address of the server that 
provides the resource (e.g., “comp23. IBM.com'), and 
optionally a path to the resource (e.g., “/help/HelpPage. 
html)—thus "http://comp23. IBM.com/help/HelpPage. 
html is one example of a URL. In response to a user speci 
fying such a URL, the comp23. IBM.com server would 
typically return a copy of the “HelpPage.html file to the user. 
0006. In addition to making the identification of destina 
tion computer systems more mnemonic, domain names intro 
duce a useful layer of indirection between the name used to 
identify a destination computer system and the IP address of 
that computer system. Using this layer of indirection, the 

Apr. 29, 2010 

operator of a particular computer system can initially associ 
ate a particular domain name with a first computer system by 
specifying that the domain name corresponds to the IP 
address of the first computer system. At a later time (e.g., if 
the first computer system breaks or must be replaced), its 
operator can “transfer the domain name to a second com 
puter system by then specifying that the domain name corre 
sponds to the IP address of the second computer system. 
0007. The domain names in DNS are structured in a hier 
archical, distributed database that facilitates grouping related 
domain names and computers and ensuring the uniqueness of 
different domain names. In particular, as mentioned above, a 
particular domain name such as “IBM.com” may identify a 
specific host computer. However, the hierarchical nature of 
DNS also allows a domain name such as "IBM.com' to 
represent a domain including multiple other domain names 
each identifying computers (also referred to as “hosts”), 
either in addition to or instead of identifying a specific com 
puter. FIG. 1 illustrates a hypothetical portion of the DNS 
database 100 in which the node representing the IBM.com 
domain name 110 is the root node in an IBM.com domain 150 
that includes 7 other nodes each representing other domain 
names. Each of these domain names in the IBM.com domain 
can be, but do not have to be, under the control of a single 
entity (e.g., IBM Corporation). FIG. 1 also includes a Web 
HostingCompany.com domain 155 that includes a single 
domain name. 

0008. As is illustrated, the DNS database can be repre 
sented with a hierarchical tree structure, and the full domain 
name for a given node in the tree can be determined by 
concatenating the name of each node along the path from the 
given node to the root node 101, with the names separated by 
periods. Thus, the 8 nodes in the IBM.com domain represent 
the domain names IBM.com 110, foo. IBM.com 112, foo.foo. 
IBM.com 118, barfoo. IBM.com 120, bar. IBM.com 114, 
comp23. IBM.com 116, abc.comp23. IBM.com 122, and cde. 
comp23. IBM.com 124. Other “...com” domain names outside 
the IBM.com domain are also illustrated in FIG. 1, including 
the second-level domain names BCD-Corp.com 132, Web 
HostingCompany.com 134, 1-800-555-1212.com 142 and 
123456.com 144, and the lower-level domain names 123. 
123456.com 146 and 456.123456.com 148. In addition to the 
“.com' top-level domain (“TLD), other TLDs are also illus 
trated including the “...cc geographical TLD and the “.gov. 
“.edu' and “.mil' organizational TLDs. Illustrated domain 
names under these other TLDs include Stanford.edu 136, 
Berkeley.edu 138, and RegistrarCompany.cc 140. 
0009 New domain names can be defined (or “registered”) 
by various domain name registrars. In particular, a company 
that serves as a registrar for a TLD can assist customers in 
registering new domain names for that TLD and can perform 
the necessary actions so that the technical DNS information 
for those domain names is stored in a manner accessible to 
name servers for that TLD. Registrars often maintain a sec 
ond-level domain name within the TLD (e.g., a hypothetical 
Registrar Company that acts as a registrar for the “...ccTLD 
could maintain the RegistrarCompany.cc domain name 140), 
and provide an interactive Website at their domain name from 
which customers can register new domain names. A registrar 
will typically charge a customer a fee for registering a new 
domain name. 

(0010 For the “...com”, “...net” and “.org TLDs, a large 
number of registrars currently exist, and a single shared reg 
istry (“the Registry') under the control of a third-party admin 
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istrator Stores information identifying the authoritative name 
servers for the second-level domain names in those TLDs. 
Other TLDS may have only a single registrar, and if so that 
registrar could maintain a registry for all the second-level 
domains in that TLD by merely storing the appropriate DNS 
information for each domain name that the registrar registers. 
In other situations, multiple registrars may exist for a TLD, 
but one of the registrars may serve as a primary registrar that 
maintains a registry for each of the second-level domains in 
that TLD if so, the secondary or affiliate registrars for that 
TLD supplies the appropriate DNS information for the 
domain names that they register to the primary registrar. Thus, 
the manner in which the DNS information for a TLD is 
obtained and stored is affected by the registrars for that TLD. 
0011 While the DNS system provides many benefits, 
various problems exist. For example, there are currently area 
limited number of TLDs, and many available domain names 
in the most popular TLDs (e.g., ".com') have already been 
taken. Thus, users will often attempt to register domain names 
that are already registered. In Such a situation, the user will be 
prevented from registering the domain name, but may receive 
little or no assistance in determining other domain names that 
are available. For example, the user will typically have to 
identify other domain names to consider without assistance. 
If the user is able to identify any other domain names, it is then 
difficult for the user to determine whether those other domain 
names are available. Typically, the user will need to attempt to 
register each of those other domain names one-at-a-time to 
determine if they are available. This is a time-consuming and 
inefficient process. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0012 FIG. 1 is a network diagram illustrating intercon 
nected network devices and Domain Name System (DNS) 
information. 
0013 FIGS. 2A-2P illustrate using an example Domain 
Name Alternative Provider (DNAP) system to obtain alterna 
tive domain names that are related to a domain name of 
interest that is already registered. 
0014 FIG. 3A illustrates an example of a portion of a 
database of related words used to generate alternative domain 
aCS. 

0015 FIGS. 3B and 3C illustrate an example of a data 
structure used to generate alternative domain names. 
0016 FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an embodi 
ment of the disclosed Domain Name Alternative Provider 
system. 
0017 FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of the 
Domain Name Alternative Provider routine. 
0018 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of the 
Generate Domain Name Alternatives subroutine. 
0019 FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of the 
Generate Lower-Level Domain Name Fragments subroutine. 
0020 FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of the 
Generate Alternate Words subroutine. 
0021 FIG. 9 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of the 
Generate Alternate Word Options Of Selected Type subrou 
tine. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0022. A software facility is described below that deter 
mines alternatives to a specified textual identifier, such as a 
domain name, by identifying and using words and phrases 
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that are related to the identifier. As discussed in greater detail 
below, a variety of types of related words can be used, and the 
related words can be determined in a variety of ways. In some 
embodiments, alternatives are determined after a user has 
requested to use or acquire an unavailable textual identifier, 
Such as a request to register an already registered domain 
name, and the determined alternatives are then presented to 
the user as possibilities for use or acquisition. When multiple 
alternatives are presented to the user, they can also be ranked 
as to relevance and ordered in a variety of ways. 
0023 For illustrative purposes, some embodiments of the 
software facility are described below in which alternative 
related DNS domain names are determined for a specified 
domain name, such as one that is already registered. However, 
those skilled in the art will appreciate that the techniques of 
the invention can be used in a wide variety of other situations, 
Some of which are discussed below, including any situation in 
which alternatives to textual identifiers can be used. 

0024. In particular, the Domain Name Alternative Pro 
vider (DNAP) system is an example embodiment of the soft 
ware facility in which alternatives to a specified domain name 
are determined and presented to a user. Such as after the user 
has attempted to register an already registered domain name. 
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that this example 
system could also be used for purposes other than providing 
alternatives to registered domain names, such as for present 
ing alternatives to a user who desires to register multiple orall 
domain names that are sufficiently related to a specified 
domain name. 

0025 To provide alternative domain names, the DNAP 
system generates alternatives for one or more lower-level 
domain name portions (i.e., domain name portions other than 
the TLD portion) of a specified domain name. If there are 
multiple lower-level domain name portions, then alternatives 
for each Such domain name portion can be determined and 
then joined in various combinations. Each alternative lower 
level domain name portion or combination of portions can 
then be added to the TLD of the specified domain name to 
generate alternative domain names within the same TLD. In 
some embodiments, the DNAP system also determines alter 
nate TLDs that can be used for domain name alternatives, and 
if so can add some or all of the various alternatives for the 
lower-level domain name portions to the alternate TLDs. 
Before providing domain name alternatives, the system can 
also determine if those alternatives are available to be regis 
tered, and if not can remove or otherwise identify the non 
available domain name alternatives. 

0026. To generate alternatives for a particular lower-level 
domain name portion, the DNAP system attempts to identify 
one or more words, phrases, or partial words (also referred to 
as “target words') that are included in that domain name 
portion. For each Such target word, the system then attempts 
to determine a variety of alternative words, phrases, or partial 
words (also referred to as “option words”) that are related to 
the target word. Partial words can include not only abbrevia 
tions or shortened versions of words (e.g., “zine' for “maga 
zine”, “biz for “business”, and “mr” or “mr” for “mister'), 
but also slang or other alternatives to actual words (e.g., “yez’ 
for “yes”, “2” for “to', and “411” for “information”). In some 
embodiments, the system also attempts to associate a rel 
evance rating with each option word that identifies how 
closely related the option word is to its corresponding target 
word. As discussed in greater detail below, option words can 
be determined in a variety of ways, including by identifying 
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synonyms of the target word (e.g., from a thesaurus) and by 
translating the target word into other languages. 
0027. After the option words are identified, alternatives 
for the domain name portion can be generated by replacing 
one or more target words in that domain name portion with 
one of the option words for that target word. In some embodi 
ments, additional alternatives are generated by optionally 
including additional option words at the beginning, end, and 
in the middle of other alternative domain name portions, and 
optionally including connectors (e.g., '-') between the vari 
ous option words. If relevance ratings are being used and a 
domain name portion has a single target word, then the rel 
evance rating of an alternative for that domain name portion 
can be based on the relevance rating of the option word used 
in the alternative. If multiple target words are included in the 
domain name portion, then a relevance for an alternative to 
the domain name portion can be determined by combining the 
relevance ratings of each of the option words in that alterna 
tive. In a similar manner, if multiple lower-level portions are 
present and alternatives for each portion are combined, a 
relevance rating for the combination can be determined by 
combining the relevance ratings of each of the constituent 
domain name portion alternatives. 
0028. After one or more domain name alternatives have 
been generated, the alternatives can be provided or presented 
to a user. In some embodiments, the alternatives are included 
as part of an interactive Web page provided to the user from 
which the user can select one or more of the alternatives for 
registration. In embodiments in which relevance ratings are 
determined, the ratings associated with each alternative can 
also be presented to the user. The various alternatives can be 
presented in a variety of ways, such as in order of relevance, 
in alphabetical order, or grouped into categories based on how 
the alternative was generated. 
0029. As an illustrative example of the use of the DNAP 
system, consider the domain name registration request illus 
trated in FIG. 2A, in which the user has requested to register 
the domain name “stairway.cc.205. In this example, a user is 
interacting with a Web browser program on a client computer 
that has a Web page 200 displayed. Web page 200 is an 
interactive domain name registration page provided by a reg 
istrar for a TLD, such as the registrar eNIC Corporation for 
the “...cc TLD (at the time of this writing, such a page is 
available at URL “http://www.enic.cc/new.html). 
0030. In response to the registration request, the user 
receives a response Web page 210 that is illustrated in FIGS. 
2B-2E. In particular, as is illustrated in FIG.2B, the Web page 
provides an indication 212 to the user that the specified 
domain name “stairway.cc is already registered. The Web 
page also provides a variety of alternative domain names that 
are available to be registered. For example, the Web page 
includes a group of alternative domain names 215 in which 
the lower-level domain name portion “stairway' has been 
replaced with option words that are synonyms for or closely 
related to “stairway'. Such synonyms can be generated by the 
DNAP System in a variety of ways, such as by requesting a 
third-party thesaurus service to provide the option words 
(e.g., the WordNet service, available at the time of this writing 
at “http://www.cogsciprinceton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn’) or by 
consulting a database of synonyms (e.g., the WordNet data 
base at “http://www.cogsciprinceton.edu/win?). In addition, 
as is indicated, the user can begin the registration process for 
any of these alternative domain names by clicking on that 
domain name. Note that a domain name that includes the 
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common synonym "staircase' is not illustrated, because in 
this illustrated embodiment the domain name “staircase.cc’ 
is already registered. In addition, when an option word is a 
phrase Such as “moving stairway', alternate domain names 
can include the words in the phrase separated by different 
possible connectors, such as '-' (e.g., “moving-stairway.cc.) 
or the null connector ' ' (e.g., "movingstairway.cc.). 
0031. In this illustrated embodiment, the Web page also 
includes two other groups of alternative domain names 220 
and 235. Each of these other groups are provided through 
interactions with a third-party service (e.g., from Oingo Inc., 
whose Website is available at the time of this writing at 
"www.oingo.com'), and the Web page includes indications 
225 and 240 of those services. In some embodiments, such a 
third-party service may directly provide the alternative 
domain names and the DNAP system may provide additional 
processing such as to remove alternatives that are already 
registered, while in other embodiments the third-party service 
may provide option words related to a specified word (e.g., 
“stairway') and the DNAP system may generate alternative 
domain names based on those option words. Groups 220 and 
235 also have associated displayed relevance ratings 230 and 
245 for the alternative domain names, and the DNAP system 
has ranked the domain names within the groups based on the 
ratings. The DNAP system could either have received such 
ratings from the third-party service, or could instead have 
generated the ratings itself. 
0032. The alternative domain names in group 220 include 
domain names in which, similarly to group 215, the lower 
level portion of the specified domain name has been replaced 
with option words that are synonyms or related words for 
“stairway'. Some of the domain names in group 220 are also 
members of group 215 (e.g., “stairs.cc”), while other mem 
bers include option words that are less related to “stairway'. 
such as “rope ladder”, “transportation system', and “great 
stairway'. The alternative domain names in group 235 are of 
a different type then those in group 215, instead modifying the 
lower-level portion “stairway' of the specified domain name 
to include additional initial word options (e.g., “web”, “4”. 
and “e') or additional ending word options (e.g., “web”, “biz' 
and “for less”), with the additional words separated from 
“stairway' by one or more possible connectors (e.g., "estair 
way.cc and "e-stairway.cc'). 
0033. The Web page also includes a user-selectable indi 
cation 250 which can be used to determine alternative domain 
names based on translations of lower-level portions of the 
specified domain name, and FIG. 2F illustrates a Web page 
255that is provided by the DNAP system after the user selects 
the indication. In particular, multiple domain names 257 
based on translations of 'stairway' into various foreign lan 
guages can be provided, and can be selected by the user for 
registration if those domain names are available. Those 
skilled in the art will appreciate that a variety of foreign 
languages could be provided, and that in other embodiments 
such domain names could instead be provided as part of Web 
page 210. As with synonyms, the DNAP system could main 
tain one or more databases with appropriate translations, or 
could instead use a third-party service to assist with Such 
translations (e.g., from one of the translation services listed at 
the “www.babelfish.org Website). 
0034. In addition to indication 250, the Web page 210 
includes a user-selectable indication 260 which can be used to 
place the user on a waiting list for the specified domain name. 
Domain names that are currently unavailable may become 
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available for a variety of reasons. For example, in the illus 
trated embodiment domain names may be temporarily 
reserved for a user in various situations, such as for a short 
time while they are presented as alternative domain names to 
the user. In addition, a registered domain name may become 
available if the owner does not renew its registration. Those 
skilled in the art will appreciate that other services related to 
currently unavailable domain names could also be provided. 
For example, if an owner of the specified domain name had 
indicated an interest in selling the domain name, the DNAP 
system could connect the user to an auction for the specified 
domain name. Alternately, the system could relay a bid for the 
domain name from the user to the owner. 

0035. In a similar manner to that of FIG. 2A, FIG. 2G 
illustrates a Web page 260 in which the user is requesting to 
register the domain name “heaven.cc 262. FIGS. 2H and 2I 
illustrate possible Web pages 263 and 265 with alternative 
domain names that may be provided to the user if the domain 
name is already registered. 
0036 FIG.2J next illustrates a Web page 266 in which the 
user is attempting to register a second-level domain name 
“stairway-heaven.cc 267 in which the second-level domain 
name portion includes multiple target words (i.e., "stairway’ 
and “heaven”). FIGS. 2K and 2L illustrate possible Web 
pages 267 and 269 with alternative domain names that may be 
provided to the user if the domain name is already registered. 
In particular, as is illustrated in FIG. 2K, alternative domain 
names include domain names 272 in which the first target 
word "stairway' is replaced with various options words (e.g., 
“staircase' and “flight of stairs'), domain names 271 in which 
the second target word “heaven” is replaced with various 
option words (e.g., "holy city' and “celestial city'), domain 
names 273 in which both target words are replaced with 
option words, domain names 274 in which additional initial, 
intermediate, and ending option words (e.g., “my”, “to', and 
“yes” respectively) and word connectors are added to the 
second-level domain name portion, and a domain name 275 in 
which the order of the target words is modified. Note that 
while the synonym “staircase” for “stairway' was not used in 
FIG. 2B because the domain name “staircase.cc’ was not 
available, this synonym may still be used here as an option 
word for “stairway'. In addition, if the phrase “stairway 
heaven' had synonyms (e.g., if it was a slang expression for 
psychedelic drugs such as LSD). Such synonyms could also 
be used as related words for the phrase “stairway heaven” 
when generating alternative domain names (e.g., "LSD.cc'). 
0037 FIG. 2L similarly illustrates various alternative 
domain names for 'stairway-heaven.cc in which one or 
more of the target words is translated into another language, 
such as alternative 276 in which both target words are trans 
lated into Spanish, alternatives 277 in which only one of the 
target words is translated, alternatives 278 in which both 
target words and an additional initial, intermediate, or ending 
option word are all translated, and alternative 279 in which 
the target words are translated and listed in reverse order. 
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that a variety of other 
types of alternative domain names could similarly be dis 
played. 
0038 FIGS.2M,2N and 20 similarly illustrate Web pages 
for a specified domain name with multiple lower-level 
domain name portions. In particular, FIG. 2M illustrates a 
Web page 280 in which the user is attempting to register a 
fourth-level domain name “stairway.heaven.enic.cc. 282 
(which may be provided, for example, by a company such as 
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eNIC Corporation that owns the “enic.cc second-level 
domain name). FIGS. 2N and 20 illustrate possible Web 
pages 284 and 286 with alternative domain names that may be 
provided to the user if the specified domain name is already 
registered. In particular, as is illustrated in FIG. 2N, alterna 
tive domain names include domain names 292 in which the 
target word “stairway' in the first of the lower-level domain 
name portions is replaced with various options words (e.g., 
“staircase' and “flight of stairs'), domain names 291 in which 
the target word “heaven” in the second of the lower-level 
domain name portions is replaced with various option words 
(e.g., “holy city” and “celestial city'), domain names 293 in 
which target words in multiple lower-level domain name 
portions are replaced with option words, domain names 294 
in which additional lower-level domain name portions are 
added that correspond to initial, intermediate, and ending 
option words (e.g., “my”, “to', and “yes” respectively), and a 
domain name 295 in which the order of the lower-level 
domain name portions is modified. Note that target word 
“enic’ in the third lower-level domain name portion is not 
replaced with related option words in the illustrated embodi 
ment because the word is a proper name for which the DNAP 
system could not determine related words. 
0039 FIG. 2N similarly illustrates various alternative 
domain names in which one or more of the lower-level 
domain name portions is translated into another language, 
such as alternative 296 in which the first two lower-level 
domain names are translated into Spanish, alternatives 297 in 
which only one of the first three lower-level domain names is 
translated, alternatives 298 in which additional lower-level 
domain name portions are added and translated, and alterna 
tive 299 in which the first two lower-level domain name 
portions are translated and listed in reverse order. Those 
skilled in the art will appreciate that a variety of other types of 
alternative domain names could similarly be displayed. 
0040 Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that the 
techniques for identifying related alternatives to a textual 
identifier can be used in a variety of situations other than for 
domain names. For example, these techniques can similarly 
be used to identify alternative computer usernames and login 
names (e.g., when a desired username is not available to a new 
user), computer service identifiers (e.g., email addresses), 
passwords, mnemonic forms of telephone numbers (e.g., 
1-800-FLOWERS), business names, trademarks, etc. 
0041. In addition, in the previous examples illustrations 
are provided of generating alternatives using related words 
that are translations or are synonyms or other words similar in 
meaning or concept. Those skilled in the art will appreciate 
that a wide variety of other types of related words can simi 
larly be used. Such as antonyms, homophones (e.g., “to' and 
“two'), acronyms (e.g., for the phrase “stairway heaven'. 
“SH' or “sh' or “S-H'), hypernyms and hyponyms (e.g., a 
“tree' is a type of “plant' and a type of tree is a “maple'), 
meronyms and holonyms (e.g., an “engine' is part of an 
“automobile' and an engine includes parts such as a "carbu 
retor'), metonyms (e.g., “father and “child'), different mor 
phological forms such as those based on singular/plural, 
tense, and syntactical part of speech. (e.g., for "sing, words 
Such as “sings”, “singing 'sang', 'singer', and “singers’), 
idioms, and various other types of related words. In addition, 
any of a variety of defined classification systems can be used 
to identify words or concepts that are related to other words. 
As with translations and synonyms, words of each of the types 
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can be determined in a variety of ways, Such as by using 
predefined databases or third-party services. 
0042. The determination of the types of related words and 
other techniques to use when generating alternative domain 
names can also be determined in a variety of ways, such as 
based on the particular specified domain name, predefined 
system defaults, or preferences interactively specified by or 
stored for the user and/or the client device. If stored prefer 
ence information is used, the information can be stored by the 
system or alternately could be stored on the client device (e.g., 
in a Web cookie for the DNAP system that is sent to the 
system when the user of the client device makes a Web-based 
request to register a domain name). 
0043 FIG. 2P provides an example of a Web page that can 
be provided to a user to interactively obtain preference infor 
mation from the user, such as after the user makes the domain 
name registration request illustrated with respect to FIG. 2A 
but before Web page 210 illustrated in FIGS. 2B-2E is pro 
vided to the user. As is illustrated, the user can specify a 
variety of types of preferences, including those related to how 
the alternative domain names are to be generated, how the 
alternative domain names are to be displayed, automatic 
actions to take with respect to some or all of the alternative 
domain names, and whether or not the user-specified prefer 
ence information should be stored and used for future domain 
name registration requests. In addition, in the illustrated 
embodiment the system charges for Some of the types of 
possible services that it can provide (e.g., if providing the 
service involves using a third-party service that charges for its 
service), and the user can agree to pay for Such desired ser 
vices (e.g., to be deducted from a user account or included 
with the charge for registering one or more domain names). 
Those skilled in the art will appreciate that other types of 
preference information could similarly be presented to and 
specified by the user. 
0044 FIG. 3A illustrates an example of a portion of a 
database of related words used to generate alternative domain 
names. In particular, the illustrative database includes several 
illustrated entries that could be used to generate the group of 
alternative domain names 215 illustrated in FIG. 2B. Each of 
the entries 302-308 in the database corresponds to a target 
word, and have one or more synonym option words associ 
ated with it. For example, entry 306 corresponds to the target 
word “stairway', and the system will attempt to determine 
appropriate related words for this target word when the group 
of alternative domain names 215 is being generated for the 
domain name “stairway.cc'. In the illustrated embodiment, a 
relevance rating threshold of 0.5 (on a scale of 0 to 1) is 
employed such that option words below the threshold will not 
be used. 

0045 Thus, in determining the related words for “stair 
way', the system will first retrieve the related option words 
listed in field 348 for entry 306, those being “stairs”, “stair 
case”, “moving stairway', 'ghat, and “riser’. In the illus 
trated embodiment, each related word has two associated 
pieces of information, the first being a numeric relevance 
rating, and the second being a diminisher value whose use is 
described below. Since the option word “riser has a rel 
evance rating of 0.4 that is below the threshold, it will be 
discarded. Thus, in some embodiments the system would 
return the option words “stairs”, “staircase”, “moving stair 
way', and “ghat for “stairway', optionally with the associ 
ated relevance ratings. 
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0046. In the illustrated embodiment, however, additional 
option words are considered by examining the related option 
words for each of the option words listed in field 348 of entry 
306. Thus, considering the second listed option word “stair 
case', the system would then consider the option words in 
field 348 for entry 304 corresponding to the target word 
“staircase'. Note that some option words may occur multiple 
times in different entries (e.g., “stairs” in entries 306 and 
304), and may have different relevance ratings and/or dimin 
isher values. In such situations, at most one copy of the option 
word will be returned, but the associated relevance rating for 
that copy can be determined in various ways, such as by using 
the highest associated relevance rating, an average, or the 
relevance rating associated with the first encounter of the 
word. 

0047. The diminisher value of an option word is used in 
the illustrated embodiment when recursively considering 
additional option words. In particular, the option word "stair 
case' for the target word “stairway' has an associated dimin 
isher value of 0.9, and this value is used to reduce the rel 
evance ratings and diminisher values of the option words 
associated with “staircase'. While those skilled in the art will 
appreciate that the relevance ratings and diminisher values of 
such additional option words can be modified in a variety of 
ways in different embodiments, in the illustrated embodiment 
the diminisher value of “staircase” will be multiplied with the 
relevance ratings and diminisher values of each of the option 
words for the "staircase” target word entry. Thus, for the 
purposes of determining option words for “stairway', the first 
option word for the “staircase” target word will be treated as 
if it were “stairs, 0.9, 0.81; and the last option word will be 
treated as if it were “flight of steps, 0.54, 0.45:”. The option 
words for “stairway' then become, in order of their relevance 
rating, “stairs”, “staircase”, “backstairs”, “moving staircase” 
“moving stairway”, “flight of stairs”, “flight of steps, and 
“ghat' (while “stairway' is an option word for “staircase”, it 
is not included since it is the initial target word). This recur 
sive generating of additional option words can similarly be 
performed for the other option words of “stairway'. 
0048 Such generating of additional option words can con 
tinue if desired in a similar manner for each newly identified 
additional option word (e.g., for the option words of “stair 
case') until either a maximum number of option words have 
been identified (e.g., 5 or 50) or until no new options words 
above the threshold relevance rating are located. For example, 
the option word “backstairs” for “staircase” can be used to 
generate additional option words for “stairway'. The effec 
tive diminisher value associated with “backstairs” will be 
0.81 (0.9 for “staircase” times 0.9 for the “backstairs' entry). 
Thus, the first option word for “backstairs” will be treated as 
if it were “companionway, 0.729, 0.729:”. After adding the 
option words for “backstairs” that are above the relevance 
rating, the option words for “stairway' become, in order of 
their relevance rating, “stairs”, “staircase”, “backstairs'. 
“companionway', 'moving staircase “moving stairway'. 
“fire escape”, “emergency exit”, “flight of stairs”, “flight of 
steps, and “ghat'. 
0049. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that related 
words could be stored in a variety of other ways, such as in a 
file rather than a database, and that additional types of infor 
mation could also be stored (e.g., a category of related word if 
multiple different types of related words are stored together). 
Conversely, in some embodiments some of the illustrated 
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types of information may not be stored (e.g., relevance ratings 
and/or diminishers) or may be stored in other associated data 
Structures. 

0050 FIGS. 3B and 3C illustrate an example data struc 
ture used to generate alternative domain names for the 
domain name "stairway-heaven.record.cc, and the construc 
tion of a similar data structure is discussed with respect to 
FIG. 7. Those skilled in the art will appreciate, however, that 
alternative domain names can be generated a variety of ways, 
and that various other data structures could also be used for 
Such generation. In the illustrated embodiment, a variety of 
types of alternative domain names will be generated. In par 
ticular, one such type of alternative domain name includes 
domain names having alternative option words that are gen 
erated for each of the target words “stairway' and “heaven' in 
the first domain name portion and for the target word “record 
in the second domain name portion, as shown by the domain 
name fragment (DNF) data structures 358, 366 and 375. In 
addition, data structure 372 represents the transition between 
the first and second domain name portions, data structure 380 
represents the transition between the second domain name 
portion and the top-level domain name portion, and data 
structure 382 represents multiple alternative TLDs. Various 
combinations of the option words and the TLDs can then be 
used to generate alternative domain names by selecting one 
choice from each of the data structures indicated. 

0051. For example, possible alternative domain names 
representing the noted data structures include 'stairway 
heaven.record.cc (i.e., the specified domain name), “stair 
case-heaven.record.cc (using a synonym option word for 
“stairway'), 'stairway-cielo.record.cc (using a translation 
option word for “heaven”), “stairway-heaven.archive.cc’ 
(using a synonym option word for “record”), “stairway 
heaven.record.com'' (using an alternative option for the 
TLD), and 'staircase-cielo.archive.com'' (using options 
words for each of the target words and an alternative for the 
TLD). Numerous other alternative domain names could simi 
larly be generated. 
0052. In addition to the option words corresponding to the 
target words, optional additional initial, intermediate, and 
ending option words (as illustrated with data structures 354, 
362, and 370) are also added to the first domain name portion 
and optional additional initial and ending option words (as 
illustrated with data structures 373 and 379) will be added to 
the second domain name portion. Intermediate option words 
are not used in the second domain name portion because there 
is only a single target word. In addition, optional connectors 
are also added to separate these additional option words from 
the other option words, as illustrated by data structures 356, 
360, 364, 368,374 and 377. These additional option words 
and connectors are referred to as optional because one of the 
choices in each of the data structures is "Knulld', indicating 
that no value will be used for that data structure. The possible 
alternative domain names listed in the previous paragraph are 
based on the “Knulld' options being used for each additional 
option word and word connector data structure. 
0053. If options other than “3nulld” are chosen for at least 
Some of the additional option word and word connector data 
structures, possible alternative data structures include "my 
stairway-heaven.record.cc (the specified domain name with 
an initial word and word connector), “staircase-heaven--biz. 
record.cc”, “stairway-to-cielo.record.cc”, “stairway-heaven. 
my-archive+biz.cc, and “my-stairway-to-heaven-biz.my 
record+biz.com'. Numerous other alternative domain names 
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could similarly be generated. It should be noted that the 
illustrative embodiment includes some characters that may 
not be Supported by some or all domain name registration 
services, such as word connectors “&’ and ' '. 
0054 The data structures corresponding to the target 
words include relevance ratings and category information 
associated with each option word. In this illustrated embodi 
ment, the relevance ratings range between 0 and 1, with 1 
indicating the highest relevance level. Relevance ratings can 
be determined for an alternative domain name by combining 
the relevance ratings for each part of the alternative domain 
name that has an associated relevance rating. For example, 
with the alternative domain name “stairway-cielo.record.cc. 
the relevance ratings for the option words “stairway”, “cielo, 
and “record' (i.e., 1, 0.9 and 1 respectively) could be com 
bined. The values could be combined in a variety of ways, 
Such as by using an average, Sum, or product of the various 
values. In other embodiments, relevance ratings and category 
information could also be associated with the additional 
option words and word connectors, and other types of infor 
mation could similarly be included in all of the data struc 
tures. Conversely, in other embodiments no relevance ratings 
and category information may be included in any of the data 
Structures. 

0055. The previously described method, that of generating 
alternative domain names by using option words as alterna 
tives for target words on a word-by-word basis, represents one 
way in which alternatives can be generated, but another 
related way is by using option words that reflect phrases in 
domain name portions of the specified domain name. For 
example, imagine that the phrase "stairway heaven' is slang 
for psychedelic drugs such as LSD. If so, data structure 384 
can hold option words that correspond to this phrase in the 
first lower-level domain name portion, and can be used in a 
similar manner to that of the other data structures. Thus, 
another possible alternative domain name could be "psyche 
delic-drugs.archive.cc'. Since the second lower-level domain 
name portion has only a single target word, it does not have a 
corresponding phrase DNF. While not included in the illus 
trated embodiment, such phrase DNFs could also have addi 
tional initial and ending option words and corresponding 
word connectors. 

0056 Data structures 386-392 and 393-398 represent two 
other types of alternative domain names. In particular, the first 
of these groups of data structures represents converting the 
specified domain name into a second-level domain name, and 
the second of these groups of data structures represents con 
Verting the specified domain name into a multi-level domain 
name (with the number of levels equal to the number of target 
words plus one additional level for the TLD). In the illustrated 
embodiment, the first group of data structures are created by 
copying the DNFs for the target words and separating them 
with word connector DNFs, and the second group of data 
structures are copies of the same target word DNFs separated 
by domain name portion connectors. Thus, the first group of 
data structures could provide the alternative domain name 
“stairway-holycity-archive.cc, and the second group of data 
structures could provide “stairway.holycity.archive.cc. 
While not included in the illustrated embodiment, additional 
initial, intermediate and ending option words and corre 
sponding word connectors could also be added to the data 
structures in the first group, and additional initial, intermedi 
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ate and ending option words and domain name portion con 
nectors could be added to the data structures in the second 
group. 
0057 FIG. 4 illustrates a server computer 400 suitable for 
executing an embodiment of the DNAP system 440, DNS 
domain name servers 470 suitable for providing DNS domain 
name resolution services, various Web and other servers 490 
for providing Web contents and other services to clients, and 
various client computers 450 which can access the Web serv 
ers, domain name servers, and DNAP system. 
0058. The client computers include storage 451 (e.g., a 
hard drive), a CPU 452, I/O devices 454, and memory 457. A 
Web browser 459 is executing in the memory, and Web 
browser cookies are present on the storage, including a cookie 
453 containing information related to the DNAP system and 
other cookies 455. In addition, the I/O devices include various 
input and output devices (not illustrated) with which a user 
(not illustrated) of the client can interact with the Web 
browser and with which the Web browser can present infor 
mation to the user, such as a mouse and a display. For 
example, the user can interact with the Web browser to 
request and receive Web content (e.g., Web pages) from one 
or more of the Web servers 490. 
0059. The illustrated DNS domain name server 470 
includes storage 471 that stores domain name information for 
registered domain names (not illustrated), a CPU 472, and 
various I/O devices 474. A memory 477 includes executing 
DNS server software 479 that can receive domain name reso 
lution requests and provide corresponding IP address infor 
mation from the domain name information for the registered 
domain names. 

0060. The illustrated server 490 includes a CPU 492 and 
various I/O devices 494, and can include various Web content 
stored on storage 491 (not illustrated) that can be provided to 
clients. The illustrated server also includes word relation 
service software 499 that is executing in memory 497 and that 
can provide services (e.g., a translation service) to a requester. 
0061. The user of the client can also interact with the Web 
browser to attempt to register new domain names, such as 
from a domain name registration component executing on an 
accessible computer such as server 400. In the illustrated 
embodiment, the registration service determines that a 
requested new domain name is not available, and interacts 
with the DNAP system to determine alternative domain 
names. In some embodiments the DNAP system will be part 
of or operate in conjunction with a particular registration 
component, while in other embodiments the DNAP system 
will interact with multiple different registration components. 
0062. The DNAP system executes in memory 430 of the 
illustrated DNAP server 400, with the server additionally 
including a CPU 405, various I/O devices 410 (including a 
display 411, a network connection 412, a computer-readable 
media drive 413, and other I/O devices 415), and storage 420. 
The DNAP system includes an Alternative Generator com 
ponent 444 that receives an indication of a specified domain 
name (e.g., from a registration component) and determines 
alternative domain names. The Alternative Generator can 
generate alternative domain names in a variety of ways, 
including by using one or more databases of related words 
(e.g., DNAP Related WordDatabases 422 on storage 420) and 
by interacting with one or more word relation services (e.g., 
word relation service 434 executing in memory 430 or word 
relation service 499 on another server). In addition, the Alter 
native Generator can determine how to generate and provide 
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alternative domain names in a variety of ways, such as by 
using preference information associated with the user or the 
client (e.g., from a DNAP cookie 453 included with the user's 
domain name registration request, or by interactively query 
ing the user for preference information). 
0063. After alternative domain names are generated, a 
Provider component 446 of the DNAP system provides the 
alternative domain names in an appropriate manner. In some 
embodiments, the DNAP system will provide the alternative 
domain names to a registration component that provided the 
specified domain name, while in other embodiments the 
DNAP system will interact directly with the user and present 
alternative domain names to the user. In addition, the DNAP 
system can include an optional Payment Processor compo 
nent 448 that can charge the user for services provided if 
appropriate and can Supply payment to third-party services 
(e.g., a word relation service) if needed. 
0064. When the Web browser 459 receives information to 
be displayed (whether directly from the DNAP system or 
from a registration component), the browser presents the 
information to the user. In some situations, the presented Web 
content will allow interaction by the user, such as by includ 
ing alternative domain names that the user can select for 
registration or a request for preference information. 
0065. In some embodiments, the DNAP system may be 
operated by a registrar for a TLD, such as the “...ccTLD. In 
particular, if such a registrar is a primary registrar for a TLD, 
then the registrar may be able to provide additional services to 
users, such as reserving available domain names for limited 
periods of time without registering them. 
0.066 Those skilled in the art will appreciate that computer 
systems 400, 450, 470 and 490 are merely illustrative and are 
not intended to limit the scope of the present invention. The 
computer systems may be connected to other devices that are 
not illustrated, including through one or more networks Such 
as the Internet or via the World WideWeb (WWW). In addi 
tion, the functionality provided by the illustrated DNAP sys 
tem components may in some embodiments be combined in 
fewer components or distributed in additional components. 
Similarly, in some embodiments the functionality of some of 
the illustrated components may not be provided and/or other 
additional functionality may be available. For example, while 
the illustrated DNAP system includes both the DNAP Alter 
native Generator component and DNAP Provider component, 
in other embodiments only one of the components may be 
present. 
0067 Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that, 
while the various components of the DNAP system are illus 
trated as being stored in memory while being used, these 
items orportions of them can be transferred between memory 
and other storage devices for purposes of memory manage 
ment and data integrity. Similarly, while the various stored 
databases and other information are illustrated as being 
present on storage while being used, those skilled in the art 
will appreciate that these items, or portions of them, can 
instead be present in memory and transferred between storage 
and memory. The DNAP components may also be stored as 
instructions on a computer-readable medium, Such as a hard 
disk, a memory, a network, or a portable article to be read by 
an appropriate drive. Similarly, the data structures of the 
DNAP system may also be stored on a computer-readable 
medium, such as the various databases. The DNAP system 
instructions and data structures can also be transmitted as 
generated data signals (e.g., as part of a carrier wave) on a 
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variety of computer-readable transmission mediums, includ 
ing wireless-based and wired/cable-based mediums. Accord 
ingly, the present invention may be practiced with other com 
puter system configurations. 
0068. In some embodiments, a client system communi 
cates with a server system in order to send HTTP requests and 
receive Web pages from the server over the Internet. One 
skilled in the art will appreciate, however, that the techniques 
of the DNAP system can be used in various environments 
other than the Internet. Also, various communication chan 
nels may be used. Such as a local area network, a wide area 
network, or a point-to-point dialup connection. In addition, a 
“client”, “server' or “host may comprise any combination of 
hardware or software that can interact, including computers, 
network devices, internet appliances, PDAs, wireless phones, 
pagers, electronic organizers, television-based systems and 
various other consumer products that include inter-commu 
nication capabilities. While Web pages are often constructed 
using HTML, other methods can be used to create such pages, 
such as Java, XML, HDML, WML, CGI scripts, etc. Simi 
larly, communication protocols other than HTTP can be used, 
such as WAP, TCP/IP, or FTP, as well as a variety of inter 
device communication mechanisms, including CDPD, 
CDMA, GSM, PDC, PHS, TDMA, FLEX, ReFLEX, iDEN, 
TETRA, DECT, DataTAC, Mobitex, etc. Both the client and 
the server system can also operate on a wide variety of oper 
ating system types (e.g., Windows, Linux, Unix, MacOS, 
BEOS, PalmOS, EPOC, Windows CE, FLEXOS, OS/9, Jav 
aOS, etc.), and need not share the same operating system. 
0069 FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of the 
Domain Name Alternative Provider routine 500. The routine 
receives a request from a user to register a domain name, 
determines that the domain name is not available to be regis 
tered, determines alternative domain names that are related to 
the domain name and that are available to be registered, 
presents the alternative domain names to the user, and regis 
ters one or more of the alternative domain names if so 
instructed by the user. In the illustrated embodiment, the 
routine is performed by a registrar that has the ability to 
register domain names, but in other embodiments the routine 
could merely generate alternative domain names without 
attempting to register any domain names. 
0070. The routine begins at step 505 where it receives a 
request to register a domain name, and then continues to step 
510 to attempt to register the domain name. If it is determined 
in step 515 that the registration attempt succeeded, the routine 
continues to step 520 to indicate to the user that the attempt 
was successful and to charge the user for the registration. If 
the attempt was not successful, the routine continues instead 
to step 525 to determine whether to generate and provide 
alternative domain names to the user. This determination 
could be based on the particular domain name specified, on 
general system defaults, or on preference information for the 
user. In some embodiments, preference information can be 
obtained for the user via an interactive query, while in other 
embodiments stored preference information for the user may 
be available (e.g., from a cookie provided with an HTTP 
message used to make the initial registration request). If it is 
determined that alternatives are not to be provided, the routine 
continues to step 530 to indicate the registration failure for the 
specified domain name to the user. 
0071. If it is instead determined to provide alternatives, the 
routine continues to step 535 to execute a subroutine to gen 
erate available domain name alternatives for the specified 
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domain name. The routine then continues to step 537 to 
determine if any alternatives were identified. If so, the routine 
continues to step 540 to present the alternatives to the user, 
Such as in an interactive Web page from which the user can 
select one or more alternative domain names to register. In 
addition, user-specified preference information can be used, 
if available, to determine how to present the alternatives (e.g., 
how many alternatives to present, the manner in which the 
alternatives are grouped or organized, whether or not to 
include relevance ratings, etc.). In some embodiments, the 
routine could additionally provide various services to the user 
with respect to the alternative domain names, such as tempo 
rarily reserving the alternative domain names while they are 
presented to the user so that they will be available if the user 
decides to select one or more of the domain names within a 
certain amount of time, or automatically registering one or 
more of the alternative domain names (e.g., based on user 
specified preference instructions to register alternative 
domain names that have a relevance rating over 90 percent). 
0072 After presenting the alternatives, the routine contin 
ues to step 545 to determine whether to charge the user for 
providing the service of presenting the alternative domain 
names. In this embodiment, the user will be charged only if 
available domain names are identified, while in other embodi 
ments the user could be charged for the attempt to generate 
alternative domain names even if no such available domain 
names are identified. Alternately, in other embodiments the 
user may not be charged for any services provided by the 
DNAP system. If it is determined that the user is to be 
charged, the routine continues to step 550 to charge the user. 
After step 550, or if the user was not charged, the routine 
continues to step 555 to determine if the user desires to 
register at least one of the alternative domain names (e.g., 
based on whether the user selects one or more of the alterna 
tive domain names in the Web page that was presented to the 
user). If so, the routine continues to step 560 to select the next 
alternative domain name identified by the user, beginning 
with the first. In step 565, the routine then registers the alter 
native domain name, and in step 570 charges the user for the 
registering. In step 575 the routine determines if there are 
more alternative domain names to be registered, and if so 
returns to step 560. If not, or after steps 520 or 530, or if steps 
537 or 555 were determined in the negative, the routine con 
tinues to step 585 to determine if there are more requests to be 
processed. If so, the routine returns to step 505, and if not the 
routine continues to step 599 and ends. 
0073 FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of the 
Generate Domain Name Alternatives subroutine 600. The 
routine receives an indication of a specified domain name and 
optionally of user preferences, generates alternative domain 
names for the specified domain name, selects the alternative 
domain names that satisfy the specified preferences, and 
returns the selected alternative domain names along with 
associated relevance ratings. The Subroutine begins at step 
605 where it receives a specified domain name and optionally 
receives user preferences. The Subroutine continues to step 
610 where it determines whether to request preferences inter 
actively from the user. Such as if no optional preference infor 
mation was received. If so, the Subroutine continues to step 
615 where it sends an indication to the user of the failure of the 
registration for the specified domain name and includes one 
or more requests for preference information. The subroutine 
continues to step 620 where it receives a reply from the user 
indicating specified preference information or an instruction 
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to use default preference information. If it is determined in 
step 625 that the user-specified preference information 
includes an instruction to store the preference information for 
future use, the subroutine continues to step 630 where it stores 
the preference information in a cookie on the user's system. 
0074. After step 630, or if the preference information was 
not stored for future use or if no preference information was 
requested, the subroutine continues to step 635 to determine 
if the available preference information indicates to use alter 
nate top-level domains when generating the alternative 
domain names. If so, the subroutine continues to step 645 to 
create a list of possible TLDs (including the TLD of the 
specified domain name), and associates relevance ratings 
with the TLDs. If not, the subroutine continues to step 640 to 
select the TLD of the specified domain name as the only 
possible TLD and associates the highest possible relevance 
rating with the TLD. After steps 640 or 645, the subroutine 
continues to step 650 to execute a subroutine that generates 
alternative domain name portions for the lower-level domain 
name portions of the specified domain name, and returns the 
alternatives along with relevance ratings for the alternatives. 
The subroutine then continues to step 655 to generate alter 
native domain names by forming all combinations of each of 
the alternative lower-level domain name portions and alter 
native TLDs, and determines relevance ratings for each of the 
alternative domain names. As indicated previously, relevance 
ratings for different domain name portions in an alternative 
domain name can be combined together in a variety of ways 
to generate a relevance rating for the alternative domain 
aC. 

0075. The subroutine then continues to step 657 to deter 
mine if only available alternative domain names are to be 
provided, and if so continues to step 659 to remove alternative 
domain names that are registered or otherwise unavailable. 
After step 659, or ifunavailable alternative domain names are 
also to be included, the subroutine continues to step 660 to 
determine if a relevance rating threshold is specified in the 
preference information. If so, the Subroutine continues to step 
663 to select all of the alternative domain names above the 
threshold. If not, the subroutine continues to step 670 to 
determine ifa threshold for a maximum number of alternative 
domain names is specified in the preference information, and 
if so continues to step 675 to select the highest rated domain 
names until the maximum number threshold is reached. If 
there is not a maximum number threshold or a relevance 
rating threshold, the subroutine continues to step 680 to select 
all of the alternative domain names. After steps 665, 675, or 
680, the subroutine continues to step 685 to organize the 
selected domain names in a manner indicated in the prefer 
ence information, such as by ordering alternative domain 
names by relevance rating or grouping them in categories 
based on how the alternative domain name was generated. 
After step 685, the subroutine continues to step 695 to return 
the organized alternative domain names along with their asso 
ciated relevance ratings, and then continues to step 699 and 
ends. 

0076 FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of the 
Generate Lower-Level Domain Name Fragments subroutine 
700. The routine receives an indication of one or more lower 
level domain name portions and of preference information 
related to the generation of alternatives for those domain 
name portions, and creates various alternatives of various 
types for the domain name portions as indicated by the pref 
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erences. The subroutine begins at step 702 where the lower 
level domain name portions and the preference information is 
received. 

(0077. The subroutine continues to step 704 where the head 
of a linked list data structure is created, with the data structure 
having three entries corresponding to different types of alter 
natives. As explained in greater detail below, the first entry 
corresponds to alternatives in which each lower-level domain 
name portion has its own alternatives that are generated sepa 
rately from other lower-level domain name portions. When 
there are multiple lower-level portions, these separate alter 
natives for each of the lower-level portions can then be com 
bined in various combinations to create the alternatives for the 
combined multiple lower-level portions. In addition, in the 
illustrated embodiment there are two different types of ways 
in which alternatives are generated for each lower-level 
domain name portion separately, and thus the first entry of the 
linked list head data structure points to a second domain name 
portion connector data structure having two entries that will 
point respectively to data structures corresponding to the two 
different ways. In the first way, each target word in a lower 
level domain name portion will be individually replaced by 
various alternative option words, while in the second way 
multiple target words are combined together as a phrase and 
option words are generated for the phrase. Those skilled in the 
art will appreciate that if a particular lower-level domain 
name portion does not have multiple target words with cor 
responding option words (e.g., a lower-level portion with a 
single target word), then alternatives will not be generated in 
the second way for that domain name portion. 
(0078 While the first entry of the linked list head data 
structure corresponds to separate alternatives for each lower 
level domain name portion, the second entry of the data 
structure corresponds to generating various alternatives for 
converting multiple lower-level domain name portions into a 
single lower-level domain name portion. Conversely, the 
third entry of the data structure corresponds to generating 
various alternatives for converting at least one of the lower 
level portions with multiple target words into multiple lower 
level domain name portions. Those skilled in the art will 
appreciate that if multiple lower-level domain name portions 
are not present, then data structures for the second entry may 
not be generated, and similarly that if multiple target words 
are not present in any lower-level domain name portion then 
data structures for the third entry may not be generated. 
(0079. After step 704, the subroutine continues to step 706 
to select the next lower-level domain name portion that was 
specified, beginning with the first. The subroutine then con 
tinues to step 708 to determine if the preference information 
indicates that additional initial option words are to be used. If 
so, the subroutine continues to step 710 to create a domain 
name fragment (DNF) list data structure that includes option 
words for initial words and corresponding relevance ratings 
for those option words. The created DNF data structure is 
linked into the existing data structure by having a previous 
data structure point to the newly created data structure. Such 
as the first entry of the second created data structure that has 
two entries. The subroutine then continues to step 712 to 
create a DNF representing word connectors, and links the 
DNF into the existing data structure (e.g., by having the initial 
word DNF point to the word connector DNF). 
0080. After step 712, or if initial words are not being used, 
the subroutine continues to step 714 where the next target 
word in the selected domain name portion is selected, begin 
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ning with the first. The subroutine then continues to step 720 
to execute a Subroutine to generate option words and associ 
ated relevance ratings for the target word, and in step 722 
creates a DNF list data structure to hold the option words and 
relevance ratings and then links the DNF into the existing data 
structure. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that in other 
embodiments additional information may be stored in Such 
data structures, such as category information indicating the 
type of option word. 
0081. The subroutine then continues to step 724 to deter 
mine if there are more target words in the selected domain 
name portion, and if so continues to step 726 to determine 
from the preference information if additional intermediate 
option words are to be used. If so, the subroutine continues to 
step 728 to create and linka DNF for connectors, to step 730 
to create and link a DNF for intermediate word options and 
associated relevance ratings, and to step 732 to create and link 
another DNF for connectors. After step 732, or if intermediate 
words are not being used, the subroutine returns to step 714 to 
select the next target word. If it was instead determined in step 
724 that there are no more target words in the selected domain 
name portion, the subroutine continues to step 734 to deter 
mine from the preference information if ending words are to 
be used. If so, the subroutine continues to step 736 to create 
and link a DNF for connectors, and then to step 738 to create 
and linka DNF for additional ending word options along with 
associated relevance ratings. 
0082 Those skilled in the art will appreciate that generat 
ing alternatives for additional option words (such as initial, 
intermediate, and ending option words) and for word connec 
tors, as well as determining associated relevance ratings for 
Such options, can be performed a variety of ways. For 
example, in some embodiments predetermined option words 
can be defined and used for each type of additional option 
word and for connectors. Alternately, preference information 
could indicate Some or all of the option words to use, or 
third-party services could be used to provide such informa 
tion. 

I0083. After step 738, or if it was determined in step 734 
that ending words are not being used, the Subroutine contin 
ues to step 740 to determine if there are multiple target words 
in the selected domain name portion. If so, the subroutine will 
treat the multiple target words as a potential phrase, and will 
continue to step 745 where the option word generating sub 
routine will be executed to attempt to determine option words 
and associated relevance ratings that correspond to the phrase 
of target words. Thus, if three or more target words are 
included in the selected domain name portion, the illustrated 
embodiment will attempt to determine option words for the 
phrase including all three of the target words. In alternate 
embodiments, option words could also be generated for Sub 
phrases, such as the first and second target word, the first and 
third target word, etc. After step 745, the subroutine continues 
to step 750 to determine if any option words were identified. 
If so, the subroutine continues to step 755 to create a DNF for 
the option words and their associated relevance ratings, and 
links the DNF to the second entry in the previously created 
domain name portion connector. 
I0084. After step 755, or if it was determined in step 740 
that there were not multiple target words or in step 750 that no 
option words were identified, the subroutine continues to step 
760 to determine if there are more domain name portions to 
process. If so, the subroutine continues to step 765 to create a 
new domain name portion connector data structure with two 
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entries, and to link the entries in the data structure to the last 
DNFs produced by the word-by-word and phrase processing 
for the selected domain name portion. The subroutine then 
returns to step 706 to select the next lower-level domain name 
portion. 
0085. If it was instead determined that there are no more 
domain name portions, the subroutine continues to step 770 to 
determine if multiple lower-level portions are present and if 
the preference information indicates to generate alternative 
domain names having only a single lower-level portion. If so, 
the subroutine continues to step 775 to generate alternatives 
for a single lower-level domain name portion that includes an 
option word for each of the target words in all of the multiple 
lower-level domain name portions. In particular, each of the 
DNF data structures for target words are copied and are linked 
together in the order of their occurrence, with the first such 
DNF data structure copy linked to the second entry in the 
initial linked list head data structure. 
I0086. After step 775, or it was determined in step 770 that 
alternatives for a single lower-level domain name portions 
were not to be generated, the subroutine continues to step 780 
to determine if multiple target words are present in at least one 
of the lower-level domain name portions and if the preference 
information indicates to generate alternative domain names 
having additional lower-level portions. If so, the subroutine 
continues to step 785 to generate alternatives in which a 
single target word is used in each of multiple lower-level 
domain name portions. In particular, each of the DNF data 
structures for target words are copied and are linked together 
in the order of their occurrence and with intervening domain 
name portion connector data structures, with the first DNF 
data structure copy linked to the third entry in the initial linked 
list head data structure. Those skilled in the art will appreciate 
that in alternate embodiments, additional option words and/or 
word connectors could also be used with the sequences of 
word DNFs linked together in steps 775 and 785. 
I0087. After step 785, or if it was determined in step 780 
that alternatives with additional lower-level domain name 
portions are not to be generated, the Subroutine continues to 
step 795 to return the entire created linked list data structure, 
and then continues to step 799 and ends. 
I0088 FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of the 
Generate Alternate Words subroutine 800. The subroutine 
receives an indication of a target word and of preference 
information, generates various types of option words for the 
target word, and selects the appropriate option words to 
return. The subroutine begins in step 805, where it receives an 
indication of a target word and of preference information. The 
subroutine then continues to step 810 to determine if a rel 
evance rating threshold is specified in the preference infor 
mation, and if not continues to step 815 to select a minimum 
default relevance rating threshold (e.g., the lowest possible 
relevance rating). After step 815, or if a relevance rating 
threshold was specified, the subroutine continues to step 820 
to determine if a maximum number threshold was specified in 
the preference information, and if not then continues to step 
825 to select a maximum threshold rating for the system (e.g., 
the highest possible number that the system can handle, or 
infinity). 
I0089. After step 825, or if a maximum threshold was 
specified in the preference information, the Subroutine con 
tinues to step 830 to select the next of a series of various types 
or categories of related words that the system can determine 
for the target word, beginning with the first category. In the 
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illustrated embodiment, categories of related words includes 
synonyms, antonyms, homophones, acronyms, words related 
in meaning but not synonymous, translations, hypernyms, 
hyponyms, meronyms, holonyms, metonyms, various mor 
phological forms, and idioms. After step 830, the subroutine 
continues to step 835 to determine if the preference informa 
tion indicates to generate option words of the selected type, 
and if not continues to step 860. 
0090. If the subroutine is to generate such options words, 
however, the subroutine continues to step 840 to execute a 
subroutine to generate option words of the selected type for 
the target word along with associated relevance ratings. The 
Subroutine is Supplied with the relevance rating and maxi 
mum number thresholds, and the returned option words will 
have associated relevance ratings above the relevance rating 
threshold and will number not more than the maximum num 
ber threshold. After step 840, the subroutine continues to step 
845 to add the generated option words to a list of all option 
words for the target word. In step 850, the subroutine deter 
mines if the user is to be charged for generating option words 
of the selected type, and if so continues to step 855 to charge 
the user an appropriate amount. After step 855, or if there was 
no charge for the generating, the Subroutine continues to step 
860 to determine if there are more categories of options words 
to select, and if so returns to step 830. 
0091) If there are not more categories, the subroutine con 
tinues to step 865 to select the options with the highest rel 
evance ratings until the maximum number threshold is 
reached, and then continues to step 895 to return the selected 
option words and associated relevance ratings. The Subrou 
tine ends in step 899. 
0092 FIG. 9 is a flow diagram of an embodiment of the 
Generate Alternate Word Options Of Selected Type subrou 
tine 900. The subroutine receives an indication of a target 
word, of a category of option word to determine for the target 
word, and of thresholds for relevance ratings and for a maxi 
mum number of option words, and then generates and returns 
appropriate option words. The subroutine begins in step 905 
where the input information is received, and continues to step 
910 to determine whether to use a third-party service to gen 
erate option words of the specified category (e.g., based on 
preference information or if this embodiment of the system 
does not have its own capability to generate Such option 
words). If so, the subroutine continues to step 915 to request 
such a service to provide alternative option words of the 
specified category. In step 920 the subroutine receives the 
option words and determines relevance ratings to be associ 
ated with them if the third-party service did not provide such 
relevance ratings. In step 925, the subroutine then creates an 
empty working list. 
0093. If it was instead determined in step 910 that a third 
party service is not to be used, the Subroutine continues to step 
930 to retrieve alternative option words for the target word 
from an entry for the target word in a database containing 
related words of the specified category, as well as retrieving 
relevance ratings associated with each Such option word. In 
step 935, the subroutine then creates a working list of addi 
tional words to be processed that includes each of the option 
words that have a relevance rating above the relevance rating 
threshold. After steps 925 or 935, the subroutine continues to 
step 940 to add the alternative generated option words that 
have relevance ratings above the relevance rating threshold to 
a list of possible option words to return, with the option words 
listed in the order of their ratings. The subroutine then con 
tinues to step 945 to determine if there are any entries in the 
working list, and if not continues to step 995 to return the 
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entries in the list of possible option words up to the maximum 
number threshold of option words. After step 995 the subrou 
tine ends. 

0094. If it was instead determined that there are entries in 
the working list, the subroutine continues to step 950 to 
remove the first entry from the working list, and then in step 
955 retrieves alternative option words for that entry, such as 
from the database holding the related words of the specified 
category. In step 960, the subroutine then determines a rel 
evance rating for each retrieved option word by combining 
the relevance rating listed in the database entry with a rel 
evance modifier value (e.g., a diminisher value, or the rel 
evance rating itself) for the first entry that is temporarily 
acting as a target word. For those option words whose deter 
mined relevance ratings are above the relevance rating thresh 
old, if the option word is not the original target word or not 
already on the list of possible options words, then the option 
word and its associated determined relevance rating are added 
to both the working list and the list of possible option words 
in Such a manner so as to maintain the list entries in order of 
their associated relevance ratings. The Subroutine then returns 
to step 945 to determine if additional entries are present in the 
working list. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that in 
Some embodiments the Subroutine could stop generating 
additional alternative option words even if entries remain in 
the working list, such as after the list of possible option words 
reaches a certain number or after the subroutine has reached 
a certain number of recursive levels from the original speci 
fied target word. 
0.095 Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that 
other embodiments could include additional functionality or 
services provided by the DNAP system. For example, if data 
bases of related words are stored and used, the DNAP system 
could interactively expand Such databases or alter relevance 
ratings for option words in the databases based on tracked 
user behavior. For example, user choices of alternative 
domain names could be tracked, and the relevance ratings for 
the option words used in those alternatives could be increased 
based on such selection. Similarly, if users can edit alternative 
domain names that are provided or specify a new possible 
domain name that is closely related to a previous unsuccessful 
registration attempt, the DNAP system could attempt to deter 
mine new target words that the user has specified which 
correspond to previously specified target words. If so, the 
system could then add these new target words as new option 
words for the previously specified target words. In a similar 
manner, the DNAP system could alter the option words and/ 
or associated relevance ratings used for additional initial, 
intermediate, and ending option words and for word connec 
tOrS. 

0096. Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that in 
some embodiments the functionality provided by the routines 
discussed above may be provided in alternate ways, such as 
being split among more routines or consolidated into less 
routines. Similarly, in some embodiments illustrated routines 
may provide more or less functionality than is described. Such 
as when other illustrated routines instead lack or include such 
functionality respectively, or when the amount of functional 
ity that is provided is altered. In addition, those skilled in the 
art will appreciate that the data structures discussed above 
may be structured in different manners, such as by having a 
single data structure split into multiple data structures or by 
having multiple data structures consolidated into a single data 
structure. Similarly, in some embodiments illustrated data 
structures may store more or less information than is 
described, such as when other illustrated data structures 
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instead lack or include Such information respectively, or when 
the amount or types of information that is stored is altered. 
0097. From the foregoing it will be appreciated that, 
although specific embodiments have been described herein 
for purposes of illustration, various modifications may be 
made without deviating from the spirit and scope of the inven 
tion. Accordingly, the invention is not limited except as by 
any appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implemented method comprising: 
receiving a request from a user to register a specified 

domain name, the specified domain name including a 
top-level domain name portion and a second-level por 
tion comprising a first word; 

determining that the second-level portion is not available to 
be registered in a registry of the top-level domain name; 

generating a plurality of alternatives for the second-level 
portion, the alternatives including a synonym of the first 
word, a translation of the first word into another lan 
guage, or a combination thereof; 

generating a plurality of alternative domain names, each of 
the alternative domain names having a second-level por 
tion constructed from at least one of the alternatives for 
the second-level portion; 

for each of the plurality of alternative domain names, deter 
mining whether the domain name is available to be reg 
istered in a registry for the domain name; 

presenting a list of Suggested alternative domain names to 
the user, the list of suggested alternative domain names 
comprising the domain names determined as available to 
be registered in the registry of the domain name: 

receiving a request from the user to register at least one of 
the alternative domain names in the presented list; and 

registering the selected at least one alternative domain 
aC. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of determining 
whether the domain name is available comprises sending a 
query to the registry for the domain name. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the list of suggested 
alternative domain names presented to the user consists 
essentially of the domain names determined as available to be 
registered. 

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
providing the specified domain name to a third-party name 

Suggestion service; and 
receiving a list of third-party Suggested alternative domain 
names from the Suggestion service, each third-party Sug 
gested alternative domain name being an alternative to 
the specified domain name: 

wherein the list of Suggested alternative domain names 
further comprises the third-party Suggested alternative 
domain names. 

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising ranking the 
list of Suggested alternative domain names relative to the 
specified domain name. 

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
comparing the plurality of alternative domain names to 

preference information associated with the user; 
wherein the list of Suggested alternative domain names 

includes only alternative domain names that meet a cri 
teria based on the preference information. 

7. The method of claim 1 wherein the plurality of alterna 
tives for the second level portion include one or more of an 
antonym of the first word, a homophone of the first word, an 
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idiom of the first word, a hypernym of the first word, a 
hyponym of the first word, a meronym of the first word, a 
holonym of the first word, a metonym of the first word, a 
morphological form of the first word, an acronym of the first 
word, or a combination thereof. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the specified domain 
name includes a third-level portion; the method further com 
prising generating an alternative for the second-level portion 
at least partially from the third-level portion. 

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating an 
alternative domain name having a top-level portion that is 
different than the top-level portion of the specified domain 
aC. 

10. A computer-readable storage medium storing a plural 
ity of instructions which, when executed by a processor, cause 
the processor to perform a method comprising: 

receiving a request from a user to register a specified 
domain name, the specified domain name including a 
top-level domain name portion and a second-level por 
tion comprising a first word; 

determining that the second-level portion is not available to 
be registered in a registry of the top-level domain name; 

generating a plurality of alternatives for the second-level 
portion, the alternatives including a synonym of the first 
word, a translation of the first word into another lan 
guage, or a combination thereof; 

generating a plurality of alternative domain names, each of 
the alternative domain names having a second-level por 
tion constructed from at least one of the alternatives for 
the second-level portion; 

for each of the plurality of alternative domain names, deter 
mining whether the domain name is available to be reg 
istered in a registry for the domain name; 

presenting a list of Suggested alternative domain names to 
the user, the list of Suggested alternative domain names 
comprising the domain names determined as available to 
be registered in the registry of the domain name: 

receiving a request from the user to register at least one of 
the alternative domain names in the presented list; and 

registering the selected at least one alternative domain 
aC. 

11. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 10, 
wherein the list of Suggested alternative domain names pre 
sented to the user consists essentially of the domain names 
determined as available to be registered. 

12. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 10, 
said method further comprising: 

providing the specified domain name to a third-party name 
Suggestion service; and 

receiving a list of third-party Suggested alternative domain 
names from the Suggestion service, each third-party Sug 
gested alternative domain name being an alternative to 
the specified domain name: 

wherein the list of Suggested alternative domain names 
further comprises the third-party Suggested alternative 
domain names. 

13. An apparatus comprising: 
a processor; 
a communication interface to receive a request from a user 

to register a specified domain name, the specified 
domain name including a top-level domain name por 
tion and a second-level portion comprising a first word; 
and 
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a computer-readable storage medium storing a plurality of 
instructions which cause the processor to: 
determine that the second-level portion is not available 

to be registered in a registry of the top-level domain 
name, 

generate a plurality of alternatives for the second-level 
portion, the alternatives including a synonym of the 
first word, a translation of the first word into another 
language, or a combination thereof; 

generate a plurality of alternative domain names, each of 
the alternative domain names having a second-level 
portion constructed from at least one of the alterna 
tives for the second-level portion; 

for each of the plurality of alternative domain names, 
determine whether the domain name is available to be 
registered in a registry for the domain name: 

present a list of Suggested alternative domain names to 
the user, the list of Suggested alternative domain 
names comprising the domain names determined as 
available to be registered in the registry of the domain 
name; and 

responsive to receiving a request from the user to register 
at least one of the alternative domain names in the 
presented list, register the selected at least one alter 
native domain name. 

14. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the list of suggested 
alternative domain names presented to the user consists 
essentially of the domain names determined as available to be 
registered. 

15. The apparatus of claim 13, said instructions further 
causing the processor to: 

provide the specified domain name to a third-party name 
Suggestion service; and 

receive a list of third-party Suggested alternative domain 
names from the Suggestion service, each third-party Sug 
gested alternative domain name being an alternative to 
the specified domain name: 
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wherein the list of Suggested alternative domain names 
further comprises the third-party Suggested alternative 
domain names. 

16. A computer-implemented method comprising: 
receiving a request from a user to register a specified 

domain name, the specified domain name including a 
top-level domain name portion and a second-level por 
tion comprising a first word; 

determining that the second-level portion is not available to 
be registered in a registry of the top-level domain name; 

providing the specified domain name to a plurality of name 
Suggestion services: 

receiving a list of third-party Suggested alternative domain 
names from the plurality of Suggestion services, each 
third-party Suggested alternative domain name being an 
alternative to the specified domain name; 

presenting a list of Suggested alternative domain names to 
the user, the list of Suggested alternative domain names 
comprising the third-party Suggested alternative domain 
names, 

receiving a request from the user to register at least one of 
the alternative domain names in the presented list; and 

registering the selected at least one alternative domain 
aC. 

17. The method of claim 16, further comprising: 
generating a plurality of alternatives for the second-level 

portion, 
generating a plurality of alternative domain names, each of 

the alternative domain names having a second-level por 
tion constructed from at least one of the alternatives for 
the second-level portion; and 

for each of the plurality of alternative domain names, deter 
mining whether the domain name is available to be reg 
istered in a registry for the domain name; 

wherein the list of Suggested alternative domain names 
presented to the user includes the alternative domain 
names available to be registered. 

c c c c c 


